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deciding it was not appropriate to move forward with a seasonal secondary, and state that

these same uncertainties have not been materially reduced in the current review'

,these commenters 4so assg thqt EPA'q analysis of the impact of the nation's O¡

control program for the 8-hour standard on W126 exposures is not scientifically sound

due to the use of low estimates of PRB and an arbitrary rollback method that is

uninformed by atmospheric chemistry from photochemical models. They argue that EPA

must first realistically evaluate the total O¡ reductions that would occur by using a state-

of-the-art photochemical model and perform an analysis ofthe exposure-response data to

determine if effects are observed for exposures which do not exceed the 8-hour standard.

,Tþesg gommenterq 4lso staled t!r4t yithout prg{qcing C-R functions for the 8-hot'r form

ofthe standard, EPA has failed to show that the current 8-hour standard would provide

less than requisite protection. These commenters asserted that substantial uncertainties

remain in this review, and that the benefits of changing to a Wl26 form are too uncertain

to warrant revising the form of the standard at this time. ,

This group of commenters also addressedJimit4tlons asqociqtg{ with selection of

the W126 cumulative form. Commenters asserted that: (l) the W126 form lacks a

biological basis, since it is merely a mathematical expression of exposure that has been fit

to specific responses in OTC studies, such that its relevance for real world biological

responses is unclear; (2) a flux-based model would be a better choice than a cumulative

metric because it is an improvement over the many limitations and simplifications

associated with the cumulative form; however, there is insufficient data to apply such a

model at present; (3) the European experience with cumulative O¡ metrics has been

disappointing and now Europeans are working on their second level approach, which will
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